From viewings to funeral processions, from dedicating the dying to dedicating graves, Latter-day
Saints have adopted a variety of practices in relation to loved ones passing away—some practices
come from tradition, some arise naturally from circumstance, and others have been codified by the
Church. Whatever their source, these rites and practices underscore Latter-day Saint aspirations to
honor and to connect with their dead. Winder Funeral Parade, March 31, 1910. Courtesy Utah State
Historical Society; funded by a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities.
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n May 31, 1866, Aggatha Ann Woolsey Lee lay surrounded by family. Late stage breast cancer visibly consumed her flesh, and though
in great pain, she peacefully counseled her children to obey the gospel.
She charged her sister and fellow wife to take care of them. Her husband
recorded, “Through the Night she frequently asked me to Pray that she
might go to Rest. About 2 o’clock E., by her request I anointd her all over
with oil & dedicated her to the Lord.” She died three days later.1 This article
describes the history of Mormon rituals for the dying and the dead. The
story of these rituals—dedication of the dying to the Lord,2 preparation of
the body for burial,3 and grave dedication—elucidates important liturgical
dynamics within Mormonism. Specifically, their development shows the
evolution of Mormon liturgy from uncodified practices transmitted through
folk channels of instruction into a formal body of specific rites, nevertheless
challenged by ongoing folk innovation. Moreover, the set of rituals considered in this article each show how Latter-day Saints have interacted in
unique ways with American death culture and conceptions of Providence to
construct their sacred community on a cosmological scale.
A church’s liturgy is its ritualized system of church worship, the services
and patterns in which believers regularly participate. While the term often
refers to a specific formal ritual like the Roman Catholic Mass, events surrounding major life events—birth, coming of age, marriage, death—are
often celebrated through church liturgy. Beyond the public worship ceremonies of Mormonism, there exists an extensive network of interrelated
rituals with salvific, healing, and other valences. These ritual systems are
essentially liturgical in nature, and their history is a path crossing two partially overlapping regions: the folk and the formal.
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Part of this paper was written
in the hospital room where,
for five weeks, I watched my
father unconsciously battle
the systematic failure of his
own body. My parents were
visiting to witness the baptism of my oldest son. Instead
of driving to the chapel where
a font was prepared, we drove
to the hospital, where emergency responders had just
minutes before delivered my father. I was able to work remotely and
consequently spent a significant amount of time by his side.
I had started this paper before that event as a logical extension
of previous collaborative research on Mormon healing rituals. I have
been drawn to the history of Mormon liturgy as a fruitful space to
elucidate wide swaths of lived religion, theology, and religious cosmology. At the hospital, though, as I read and re-read the source
materials and the paragraphs I had committed to paper, I was intimately conscious of my own place in the story of Mormon life and
death. I became my own observer as I administered to my father,
sought comfort in Christ’s gospel, and considered my place in the
royal network of heaven and earth. In short, I prepared for my
father’s death. Perhaps it was providence that he did not die. He left
the hospital to eventually make a full recovery, and he will witness the
baptism of my next oldest son in the summer of 2011.
Those five weeks reinforced ideas that I had earlier accepted: the
scholarly examination of history is an opportunity to integrate ourselves with the past. Though it should not be viewed as prescriptive,
the past can contextualize the present. It opens up possibilities as we
gain a greater compassion for those who went before us and a greater
compassion for ourselves. My hope is that this study will enrich the
field of Mormon history and provide helpful ways to view evolving
Latter-day Saint belief and practice.
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The earliest Latter-day Saints constructed ritual patterns from many
sources. While ancient and modern scripture provided some instruction,
frequently it was Church leaders who provided examples to follow. And
though the open canon and prophetic hierarchs directed many ritual innovations in early Mormonism, there was also little to distinguish grassroots
developments from hierarchal initiative. During Joseph Smith’s life, Church
hierarchy was relatively flat and was regularly replenished by fresh members with little institutional experience. Furthermore, for the better part of a
century, Mormon liturgy existed dynamically and uncodified as the Church
first developed it and then relied on folk transmission—oral instruction or
proximate example—to train its members. Even common rituals like baptism and the sacrament of the Lord’s supper, which had codified prayers,
were nevertheless administered in various ways throughout the nineteenth
century. Dedicatory rituals of all sorts arose without formal liturgical explication, and healing rituals were especially diverse and not specified in the
canon. Though influenced by the broader American culture, Latter-day
Saints struck out in new and surprising ways, adapting ritual from their
liturgy to meet their needs when various exigencies arose.
In the twentieth century, as the Church expanded and modernized along
with the broader culture, younger generations were no longer served by older
folk pedagogies. Church leaders then evaluated and contracted Mormon liturgy in a process of formalization and codification in order to train Church
members and standardize Church practice. With the Church correlation
movement, formal liturgy has been a consistent emphasis within Church
bureaucracy; yet the needs of Church members sometimes exceed formal
boundaries. In such cases Mormons unknowingly follow the examples of
their religious progenitors and fashion folk liturgies of their own.
The persistent Latter-day Saint practice of deathbed rites and the ritualized
care for the dead clearly delineate this evolutionary dynamic within Mormon
liturgy. To comfort the dying as well as the bereaved, Mormon sacramentalism
traversed the domains of salvation and healing to build their sacred community. After reviewing the context of the Mormon deathbed, this paper describes
the creation of Latter-day Saint rituals for both the dying and the dead, as well
as their history through the evolving Mormon liturgy to the present.
Healing and the Deathbed
in Christianity and Early Mormonism
As Mormons ritualized death, they drew from their native culture while
at once affronting it. Though they participated in the death culture of the
period and invoked a type of divine providence, Mormons also adapted
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these concepts in ways that dissented dramatically from their Protestant
peers. In a significant departure from American culture, Mormons administered deathbed rituals, adapted from their healing rites, which were themselves adapted from salvific rituals. Mormon healing arose in a period of
American history when neither healing nor deathbed rituals were countenanced by Christian churches.
The pressures at the deathbed fueled ritual innovation among the
Latter-day Saints in ways that are similar to the creation of deathbed rituals in the Roman Catholic Church. The Carolingian Renaissance was a
period of cultural growth during the eighth and ninth centuries ce.4 Amid
the burgeoning artistic, literary, and legal scholarship initiated by Charlemagne, scholars attempted to systematize Church liturgy, texts of which
they imported from Rome. Through this process of liturgical reformation,
an explicit ritual for the dying emerged. Administered with Viaticum—
the final presentation of the Eucharist to the afflicted—priests anointed
various parts of the body, including the five sense organs.5 James exhorted
Christians to seek anointing from the elders of the church and thereby
receive healing and also a forgiveness of sins (James 5:14–15). Essentially a
penitential ritual adapted from the latter of James’s promised blessings, the
anointing of the dying, or extreme unction, replaced healing anointings in
the Roman Church by the eleventh century.
The Reformers generally viewed extreme unction as a perversion of
biblical Christianity.6 The selective antisacramentalism common in early
America ensured that any anointing, let alone a sacrament for the dying,
was outside orthodox Protestant practice. Death was anticipated in life
by the general Protestant beliefs in Providence. By the early nineteenth
century, even Arminian Methodists resigned themselves to the belief that
God dictates all things, including their own suffering, disease, and death.7
Described by believers as “afflictive providence,” Protestants encouraged
sufferers to face their maladies with stoic confidence that their affliction
was God’s will and that through passive resignation to that will, divinity
was manifest.8
While there was no church ritual for the dying American Protestant,9 the
orthodox American preparation for death was a ritualized deathbed performance. Called variously the “good death,” the “beautiful death,” or in some
cases the “righteous death,” this death culture was pervasive in American
society and among early Mormons, including Joseph Smith’s family.10 To die
a righteous death involved being surrounded by family and community and
facing the doom of mortality with peace. The dying gave counsel, witnessed
their assurance of salvation, and described views of their otherworldly destination. Declarative of Christ’s reception of the victim, this process allowed
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the dying to comfort the
bereaved and for many
marked the threshold of
the domestic heaven.11
While Mormons exemplified “righteous death”
practices in their culture,
they generally rejected the
absolute providence doctrine of their Protestant
peers. Joseph Smith defied
American orthodoxy and
led his followers to a space Mourners at the deathbed of a Catholic deacon,
1727. Mort du Diacre Pâris, eighteenth-century
where death was subdued engraving, artist unknown. Unlike the Protestant
physically as well as spiri- Reformers who rejected various sacramental practually. Smith wanted his tices performed for the dying, Latter-day Saint
people to have the power to rites for the dying are varied—more closely resemheal; and yet, the scourge of bling early Christian and Catholic liturgy—includhis fallen world persisted. ing anointings of healing and anointings for death.
Miraculous accounts of the
sick being healed abound in Mormon history, but so too do stories where
life ended. Smith variously invoked three possible reasons for failed healings:
lack of faith to be healed, lack of power to heal, and God’s will.12
In February 1831, a body of elders gathered to ask the Lord to reveal
the Law of the Church. Joseph Smith dictated the response, outlining the
law of consecration and also declaring with regard to the sick that “he that
hath faith in me to be healed, and is not appointed unto death, shall be
healed.”13 This revelation assured the nascent church that the sick could
be healed through faith; but it is also notable that in certain cases, God
apparently willed that some die. And God’s will was not to be abrogated
by the intentions of his people, faithful though they may be. This dual
consideration created a working tension in which Latter-day Saints could
wield the power of God and yet still be checked by his will. Such Mormon
providence was, however, evident only at the deathbed when the negotiation was terminated, and was generally theodicean in nature.14 Latter-day
Saints consequently marshaled their faith in vigorous ritual administration
and botanic remedies.15
Unlike the Protestant healers of the late nineteenth century who quickly
developed theological bases for their healing,16 Mormons did not explicate
their healings in terms of soteriology, this despite the Book of Mormon’s
availability for such arguments (Alma 7:10–12). Instead, early Mormons
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viewed healing as a pragmatic application of God’s power, demonstrating
that the age of miracles had not ceased. The ritual forms later employed
for healing, however, were explicitly salvific. Mirroring the evolution of
first-millennium Christian unction, where the rites of penance and death
merged with and ultimately overcame the rites for healing, early Mormons
transformed their salvific rites into ceremonies to save their physical selves.
Church leaders adapted the Kirtland Temple anointing, then later baptism,
the Nauvoo Temple initiatory ceremonies, and the prayer circle in order
to channel healing power. These potent liturgical forms were evocative of
spiritual, corporeal, and communal salvation. The temple was thus a place
of both spiritual and physical healing.17
In Nauvoo, Joseph Smith expanded the temple liturgy to include both
men and women and formed a temple quorum as guardians and purveyors
of expanded temple rituals, which were essentially death emphatic.18 The
temple created bonds in an eternal network of familial and holy confraternity against the foes of death and hell. It prepared individuals for their
resurrection as heirs, joining the eternal and royal priesthood network.19
These functions were the ultimate aspirations of all the faithful, who naturally invoked them at the deathbed.
The temple was also the source for the practice of using consecrated oil.
Modern Latter-day Saint scripture does not discuss consecrated oil, though
there are references to temple anointings (D&C 109:35; 124:39). The Hebrew
Bible, however, outlines its use for the consecration of priests and kings. In
their temples, Mormons used consecrated oil in recapitulation of the Israelite antecedent. Furthermore, they employed it in healing rituals expanded
from these temple rituals. That the apex of Joseph Smith’s salvific and healing liturgies involved the act of anointing highlights the degree to which his
sacred community revolved around the ritual medium of oil.20
Dedication rituals are important contexts for the Latter-day Saint
deathbed, but are also important precedents for the dedication of graves.
Dedicatory rituals abounded in early Mormonism, with the dedication
of temples being most prominent, but also included dedications of land,
objects, institutions, and other buildings.21 The Kirtland Temple was the
first building to be dedicated and served as an archetype for all later temple
dedications.22 Protestant dedications of churches were common and are
an important context; however, Latter-day Saint rituals were focused on
and informed by the dedication of the Israelite temples and altars. In Utah,
Latter-day Saints also began dedicating homes.23 Such ritual performances
confer a holy character upon the object of dedication. Dedicatory language
employed at the deathbed and the grave also demarcated the holiness of the
dying and their final resting places.
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A Mormon Ritual for the Dying
Early as well as modern Latter-day Saints have believed that they wielded
both the authority and power to heal in the name of Jesus. Not all the sick
have been healed through ritual performance, however, and Mormons consequently adapted their healing and blessing rituals for the deathbed and
created their own extreme unction. Administrants have variously anointed,
dedicated, sealed, consecrated, and released the dying in a liturgical space
that negotiates the tension between conceptions of providence and belief in
faith-based miracles. And while there is no evidence that Mormon deathbed rituals are homologous with Roman Catholic extreme unction, they
are analogous manifestations of liturgical innovation in response to the
pressures of mortality.
As Mormons engaged in ritual healing, participants variously anointed,
sealed the anointing, and offered blessings as dictated by the Holy Ghost.24
The words of such blessings existed aspirantly as manifestations of two
charismatic gifts: either the spiritual gift to heal, that is, the ability to command the sick to be made whole,25 or prophecy, the spiritual gift to foretell the future.26 The idea that God wills the death of certain individuals
coupled with the prophetic mode of ritual healing resulted in the possibility of prescience that the sick remain unhealed. Through knowledge
of the imminence of death, either through prophecy or repeated failed
healing attempts, Mormons found solace in laying hands on the dying in a
ritual not designed to heal, but to be declarative of a righteous death. While
these last rites do not share the penitential function of the Roman Catholic
extreme unction,27 they served to comfort both the dying and those who
were survived by them. The ritual simultaneously reinforced an understanding that the recipient’s death complied with Mormon conceptions of
divine will, assured that heaven received the dead individual, and solidified
the community of the Saints through eternity.
As with all nineteenth-century Latter-day Saint rituals, there is very
little formal liturgical documentation for deathbed ritual. That members
viewed it as a rite of the Church, however, is documented in the early twentieth century. When B. H. Roberts annotated the “Manuscript History of
the Church” for publication as the History of the Church, he commented
on the September 7, 1844, entry, which described Brigham Young and
Heber C. Kimball administering unspecified rituals to an individual on his
deathbed, writing, “These were doubtless the usual ordinances for the sick
and dedicating him to the Lord.”28 Frank J. Cannon wrote of his experience
with his brothers during the final hours of his father George Q. Cannon’s
life: “In accordance with the rites of the Church, we laid our hands on his
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head, while my eldest brother said the prayer of filial blessing that ‘sealed’
the dying man to eternity.”29
I have located two explicit examples of deathbed ritual occurring
before the Mormon arrival in the Great Basin;30 both invoke anointing
as preparation for burial, an act that the Bible describes Jesus receiving
from an unnamed woman (Mark 14:8). While this could be an adaptation
of temple-related anointing,31 in both cases the administrants had not yet
experienced the temple corollary.32 Any ritual homology between deathbed
anointing for burial and the temple liturgy likely resulted from the former’s
evolution from healing rituals, which were derived from Mormon temple
rituals, coupled with parallel expansions of the biblical text.
Demonstrating the prophetic mode of healing as antecedent in these early
deathbed scenes, Caroline Crosby wrote of her experience ministering to a
sick woman who eventually died in the first months of 1846: “I went to visit
her, washed and anointed her from head to foot, with sister P’s help.” Crosby
employed a healing ritual derived from the Nauvoo Temple initiatory cere
monies, in which she had recently participated herself, and spontaneously
adapted it as a preparation for death. Crosby continued: “She seemed very anxious to live to receive her endowments in the temple and we also felt very sorry
that she could not. I anointing her, inadvertently told her, that it was for her
burial. Notwithstanding my anxiety to have her live. But the words some way
pressed themselves out of my mouth.”33 The dying woman had desired to go
to the temple and participate in the forging of her sacred community; instead,
Crosby gave her assurance of similar blessings outside of the temple.
Later that same year, Samuel W. Richards lingered in New York City
before sailing to Britain as a missionary. A “Sister Lincoln who was very sick
with a cancer” requested that he and several other elders visit. Finding her in
good faith, but not expected to live, the men sang and prayed with her. They
“administered the sacrament of bread and wine to her. Then she was anointed
with oil unto the day of her burial which was sealed by the laying on of hands
and prayer.”34 In contrast to Crosby’s ritual, Richards’s administration was
not the result of impromptu ritual expansion. It was instead a calculated
ritual to prepare the participant for death, similar in delivery to the last rites
of Viaticum and extreme unction.
In Utah, deathbed rituals became increasingly documented. For example, after an 1865 meeting of the First Presidency and Twelve Apostles, Wilford Woodruff wrote that several Church leaders “called upon Sister Gray
who had a canser in the breast which was Eating her Vitals & rotting her
flesh. Presidet Young Cannon, & myself laid hands upon her. She wished
us to pray that she might spedily die as she Could not live. Presidet Young
dedicated her to God for her death & burial. In about 12 hours she died.”35
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These men were exceedingly familiar with the temple liturgy, and there is
no indication that they viewed this deathbed scene in terms of the temple.
Departing from the righteous death culture, the account militates against
absolute conceptions of providence. Sister Gray welcomed death and found
it. The account also introduces a dedicatory character to the ritual, something that quickly replaced the idea of anointing for burial.
As such accounts demonstrate, the evolution of deathbed rituals elucidates the tension between Mormonism and American culture. Seeking death
through liturgical means shifted some control of death from God to the community. Death, in spite of healing rituals, demonstrated the limits of power
bestowed by God upon the faithful; however, the ritual hastening of death
showed how even these boundaries were not entirely fixed (though death was
still reliant on God to effectuate the result; euthanasia would have been tantamount to murder). The practice of the dying asking to be relieved of suffering
through deathbed ritual appears to have been common.36 In contrast with
Protestant submission to God at the deathbed, such accounts show the Mormon deathbed to be a place of negotiation between participants and God.37
Susan Julia, second wife of James Henry Martineau, after a protracted and
painful sickness, confessed that “she was satisfied with life, and desired to go.”
Over a period of days, she gave counsel to friends and family and finally she
“wished me [James Martineau] to bring the elders, and give her up, provided
she could not be healed. J. E. Hyde came in, and he and I dedicated her to the
Lord and gave her up—to His will. It was a hard thing for a husband to do—
oh, so hard. When we had finished, she said—‘oh I am so glad; so glad.’ ”38
Similarly emphasizing the welcoming of death as a result of salvific
assurance, Jacob Hamblin recorded in his diary of the death of his father,
Isaiah. Hamblin wrote of entering his father’s home and holding his father’s
hand as his father declared that though he “once dreded the grave I now hail
it as a pleasyr.” Jacob responded with the hope that he might be healed; but
his father replied, “What is the youse of my suffering in this old Tabernicle
any longer. I comprehend Mormonism.” Isaiah then conferred the patriarchal duties of the family on his son, who in turn laid “hands on him and
Praid for him asked the Lord that he mite be freed from pane and depart in
pease[.]”39 Isaiah died the next day. As with Susan Martineau, a righteous
Mormon death brought pleasure and gladness as they both ministered to
their families in their final hours. In this case, the deathbed ritual also facilitated the continuance of family organization.
As Jacob Hamblin prayed when blessing his father, sometimes these
deathbed rites were intended to quench suffering while waiting for death.
Patience Loader Rozsa Archer described the final moments of her father’s
life on the Western Trail as part of the doomed Martin Handcart Company:
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[T]he breathren came to administer to father in the afternoon thay
anointed him oil sis [his] lips was so dry and parched thay put oil on ^his
lips^ an then he opened his Mout[h] and licked the oil from his lips and
smiled but did not Speak the breathen knew he was dieing thay said we
will seal father Loader up to the Lord for him alone is worthy of him he
has done his work been afaithful Servant in the church and we the servants of God Seal him unto God our Father : and to our suprise my dear
faither ^amen^ said so plain that we could understand him and there lay
with such asweet smile on his face that was the last word ^he said^.40

While some of these accounts mentioned anointing for burial or sealing, generally, and more frequently with time, Latter-day Saints “dedicated”
the dying to the Lord. In dedicating their dying, Mormons formalized the
sacred nature of their dead in anticipation of a postmortal reunion. While
the entire temple liturgy is focused on the same goal, the moment of death
appears to be sufficiently poignant as to elicit general desires for ritual
performance in affirmation of the same. In one example, Charles Ora Card
wrote of administering daily to a young child in his stake. On the eighth day,
February 22, 1898, he
returned to the Sick bed . . . administering frequently, a good spirit accompanied always accompanying our administration, but his sufferings were
so great we were impressed to leave him in the Hands of the Lord and by
His Father’s request at 6 A.M. being mouth myself we dedicated him to
the Lord. I loved the little Bright Cherub so much It was a painful task
for me to do, being an exceedingly bright child but I feel he died unto the
Lord which occurred at 8:45 A.M.41

Commenting in his diary after the death of a friend, and later, the death of his
wife, both of whom he had dedicated to the Lord, Wilford Woodruff wrote
similarly and simply, “Blessed are the Dead who die in the Lord.”42 In what
has become a common reference in Christian death culture, Joseph Smith
dictated a revelation that alluded to and expanded the same scripture in the
book of Revelation: “Yea, and blessed are the dead that die in the Lord, from
henceforth, when the Lord shall come, and old things shall pass away, and
all things become new, they shall rise from the dead and shall not die after,
and shall receive an inheritance before the Lord, in the holy city.”43 Latter-day
Saints frequently invoked these words in eulogies and funeral sermons, reinforcing the persistence of the community of Saints through death. Though
they died, they would yet be made alive and join their kin in the holy city of
God. Dedication rituals transformed this aspiration into assurance.
Deathbed rituals remained common into the twentieth century and
prominent leaders continued to perform them. In the final and painful
days of First Presidency member John R. Winder, his wife asked two of his
colleagues in the governing quorums to “have him consecrated to death.”44
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President Joseph F. Smith requested that Anthon Lund and Heber J. Grant
bless him to “be released” at his deathbed,45 and Apostle Melvin J. Ballard
dedicated brigadier general Richard W. Young to the Lord at the request
of his wife on December 26, 1919.46 In a Sunday lesson on spiritual experiences, the 1917 Young Woman’s Journal also included a story of Heber J.
Grant dedicating his dying wife to the Lord.47
Mormon Rituals for the Dead
Historian James Farrell has described the transformation of American deathbed and funerary practice from 1830 to 1920.48 This period encompassed a
shift away from the righteous death culture to the modern professionalized
system common in the United States today. Whereas families once washed
the corpses of their loved ones, wrapped them in white shrouds, and guarded
the bodies until burial in local graveyards, often proximate to their churches,
funeral directors eventually took control of the dead, embalmed them, and
managed their internment, first in park cemeteries and then later in the
now common lawn-style cemeteries. This trajectory in death culture was
mirrored among the Latter-day Saints. The burial locations of prominent
Mormon leaders exemplify this shift: the tomb of Joseph next to the Nauvoo
Temple; the picturesque Brigham Young Family Memorial Cemetery; and
eventually the sprawling Salt Lake City Cemetery, nestled in the foothills
of the Wasatch Mountains. However, there were some notable deviations
from standard American culture and a comparative latency in the process
of modernization. Throughout this period, Mormons engaged in unique
ritualized care for the dead. Specifically, Mormons dressed their dead in ceremonial clothing and increasingly turned to dedicating their graves.
Preparation of the Body
In February of 1865, Thomas Fuller, an indigent single man living in Hebron,
Utah, died from apparent exposure while tending the sheep of another local.
John Pulsipher and Thomas Terry found his body. Historian W. Paul Reeve
described the subsequent events:
The men had no provisions for his burial, so they secured his body for
the night and returned four miles to their homes. The next day, Terry and
Pulsipher made a coffin, found a suit of clothing, and traveled through a
foot of snow to bury Fuller. By the time they arrived, [Edward] Westover
was on the scene. He began digging a grave while Terry and Pulsipher
washed and dressed the body. . . . “So much scurf & dirt had accumulated
on him that it was an awful job,” requiring six kettles of hot water. His hair,
too, provided a challenge, as it “had not been cut or combed for so long . . .
that it was matted into wads & covered with nits.”49
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They could have simply dug a grave and buried the man. Instead, they
cleaned his body of a copious amount of lice, washed him, and dressed him
in clean clothing before interring him in their hewn coffin. This care was
their self-perceived duty, grisly though it may have been. Fuller entered the
earth in better outward condition than he had lived for years.
Early Mormons prepared their dead for burial in the same manner as
their Protestant peers. Beyond these peers, however, Mormons viewed their
communities as salvific entities, and the care of their dead was a reflection
of their mutual covenants. Covenants also mandated another preparation
for burial, unique to the Latter-day Saints. The endowment ceremony of the
Mormon temple involved participants wearing sacred clothing. As Samuel Brown has shown,50 there was a deep relationship between the temple
liturgy and death, and immediately after the temple became available to
the Latter-day Saints, they began burying their dead in this clothing. For
example, this practice was repeatedly documented in Winter Quarters.51
The importance of this burial clothing to Mormon families is vividly illustrated by Brigham Young’s sermons after the scandalous news broke in 1862
that John Baptiste, a grave digger for the Salt Lake City sexton, had robbed
perhaps hundreds of bodies before their burial and stripped them of their
sacred vestments.52 Young discussed the principle of clothing the dead as the
primary “burial rites” of the Latter-day Saints. He responded to the understandable outrage of his community by assuring that “if the dead are laid away
as well as they can be, I will promise you that they will be well clothed in the
resurrection.” He described how bodies that were burned or buried in the sea
would yet be resurrected. However, he also noted the care he would take with
the dead when he counseled that people should do as they “please with regard
to taking up your [buried] friends. If I should undertake to do anything of the
kind, I should clothe them completely and then lay them away again. And if
you are afraid of their being robbed again, put them into your gardens, where
you can watch them by day and night until you are pretty sure that the clothing
is rotted, and then lay them away in the burying ground,” though he “would let
my friends lay and sleep in peace.”53 Although this counsel may sound morbid
to modern sensibilities, Young recognized the corporeal and salvific connections that the temple clothing evinced to his people.
In the broader American culture, caring for the dead was a duty frequently performed by women, and Susana Morrill has described this care
among the Latter-day Saints.54 Emmeline B. Wells remembered that when
the first member of the Female Relief Society of Nauvoo passed away, it
was the other Relief Society women who prepared her for burial.55 When
Jeanetta Richards passed away in July 1845, fellow female members of the
temple quorum prepared her body, dressed her, and placed her in a coffin.56
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This duty persisted through the time when Relief Societies were not a part
of Latter-day Saint organization. For example, when James Henry Mar
tineau’s wife was dying in 1874, he wrote to Eliza R. Snow, largely viewed as
the unofficial women’s leader at the time, for instructions to make proper
burial clothing.57 Highlighting the continued familial roles and the relatively delayed transition to professional care, Mary Lois Walker Morris
wrote in 1885, “Went up to Aunt Lavinia Morris’s to help about prepareing
Little Vinnie Vaughan for burial assisted Sister Griev to dress and put her in
the coffin, she died last night yesterday about 4. p.m.”58
When Relief Societies returned and then were organized with a general presidency in 1888, caring for the dead was a frequent emphasis. As
described in a volume prepared in 1893 for the World’s Fair, “Among the
[Relief Society] sisters the sick are nursed, the dead clothed and prepared
for burial.”59 At the end of the nineteenth and early in the twentieth century,
women were frequently called and set apart to prepare the dead for burial.60
However, while Relief Society archetypes like Eliza R. Snow and Zina D. H.
Young were held up as examples for this labor,61 it is important to note that
men too were regularly asked to wash and dress the dead.
Whereas women often prepared the bodies of women and children,
men frequently prepared the bodies of other men. For example, in 1880
Charles Lowell Walker wrote that on September 21 “I was awakened by
Br Larson Who told me Jno O Angus was dead, and his friends wished me
to prepare him for burial assisted by David Moss.”62 Allan Russell, a prominent patriarch, wrote frequently of participating in these activities; for
example, on June 7, 1901, “Brother Ralph Nephi Rowley died about 7 o’clock
and Brother Ashman and I washed and laid him out. Will Williams helping
us. Brother Ashman and I put his temple clothes on ready for burial and
then attended services.”63
While there was some counsel regarding the dressing of the dead in the
nineteenth century,64 generally, the practice was learned, as other aspects
of Latter-day Saint liturgy, through folk channels of instruction. The Relief
Society did have an expanding institutional mandate, however. In the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Relief Society women were often
called to sew both regular and ceremonial clothing for burial. Moreover,
perhaps in response to exposés of the temple, the First Presidency asked
the General Relief Society in 1912 to create the “Temple and Burial Clothing
Department” to be the principal ceremonial clothing outlet for Latter-day
Saints.65 The general Relief Society Bulletin declared in 1914 that the “customs of clothing our dead,” among other things, fell under the “rightful
jurisdiction of this society,” and the April General Relief Society Conference of that same year included short courses, one of which was “Burial of
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the Dead.”66 The 1915 “Circular of Instructions” for the Society also made
provisions for stake and ward “Temple Clothing Committees,”67 which
were organized over the next several years in the various localities.68 One
member of the Deseret “Stake Burial Clothes Department” sewed as her
primary activity.69 Other stake Relief Societies created “burial committees”
and worked within Relief Society to prepare the dead for their final resting
places.70 The General Relief Society also furnished “complete Burial Suits,”
though undertakers and businesses also continued to offer the clothing
with the Relief Society’s support.71 Great care was often taken to procure
the finest possible materials for clothing the dead.72
The shift in responsibility to the Relief Societies also coincided with the
rise in scientific management and record keeping of Relief Society activities.
In 1914 alone, Utah recorded certificates for 4,633 deaths;73 that same year
Relief Society members across the world prepared only “1,490 bodies . . .
for burial.”74 By this time, beyond families and fellow religionists, professionals took charge of an increasing percentage of the dead. Undertakers
like celebrated “pioneer undertaker” Joseph E. Taylor had advertised regularly in the local papers for decades. Additionally, hospitals became increasingly common,75 and, as one Salt Lake City news story wrote in 1911, “There
is a very noticeable growing tendency on the part of people of means to be
removed to hospitals in the case of serious illness.”76 By this time, death was
generally no longer a private or family affair, becoming increasingly professionalized. As historian Charles Rosenberg described this period, families
came “increasingly to depend on strangers for care at times of sickness and
approaching death.”77 And while the organization of local burial committees did increase the number of bodies prepared for burial by the Relief
Society for a few years, like other Americans, Mormons increasingly turned
to strangers to care for their dead (see chart 1).
Mormon Burial and the Dedication of Graves
Unlike those of the Methodists and Congregationalists, the early Latterday Saint funerals were informal and generally included extemporaneous
sermonizing. In Nauvoo, Joseph Smith delivered some of his most important and doctrinally innovative sermons at funerals or in honor of the
recently deceased.78 Some of these funerals were also officiated according
to Masonic prescription, which included prayer.79 Burials on the trail west,
in Winter Quarters, and in early Utah were often hasty affairs due to the
exigencies of pioneer life.80 With time, however, life normalized and with it,
Latter-day Saint funeral and burial practice.
Brigham Young preferred simple services, perhaps reflecting the conditions in his community. On March 6, 1877, Wilford Woodruff wrote:
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Chart 1:
Bodies Prepared by the Relief Society per 100 Members, by Year
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Source: Data calculated from the Relief Society membership and burial preparation statistics in Relief Society Magazine 2 (May 1915): 264; 2 (December 1915): 528;
3 (April 1916): 271; 4 (April 1917), 276; 5 (June 1918), 310; 6 (May 1919), 353; 7 (April
1920), 289; 8 (May 1921), 363; 9 (April 1922), 287; 10 (May 1923), 264; 11 (May 1924),
266; 12 (July 1925), 376; 13 (May 1926), 271; 14 (May 1927), 257; 15 (May 1928), 287;
16 (May 1929), 285; 17 (June 1930), 341; 18 (April 1931), 290; 19 (May 1932), 275; 20
(May 1933), 304; 21 (April 1934), 316; 22 (April 1935), 302. Note that 1918 also had an
abnormally high death rate resulting from the worldwide influenza epidemic.

I met at Presidet Youngs to attend to the burial of Br Tout. He was laid out
in fine Clean linen robes and Apron and laid in a good but plain Coffin.
Presidt Young remarked to us we are burying this man as we requested
to be buried in our wills,81 and when I die I want to be quietly laid away
without any demonstration and then I want Evry body to go about their
business. I made a Prayer at the house, but no funeral. Three Carriages
of us went to the grave. Presidt Young went, made a few remarks at the
Grave and we returned.82

In spite of this expressed desire for simplicity, however, large funerals with
processions to the grave and thousands of observers were also common,
especially for well-known Church leaders.
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Not long before the Tout burial, Church members began the practice of
offering formal dedicatory prayers at the graves of their dead. Though graveside prayers were likely common for decades, the first formal grave dedication that I have been able to document was that of George A. Smith in 1875.
The Deseret News reported on the funeral and subsequent graveside service:
“After the large crowd of people had dispersed save a few, Elder John L. Smith,
brother of the departed, and others remaining, knelt around the grave while
he offered up a heart-felt, soul moving, prayer, dedicating the ground and
the remains, that they might rest undisturbed till the morning of the resurrection.”83 This account does not seem improvised and relates details—particularly reference to the resurrection—that are hallmarks of later grave
dedications. One can safely conclude that the dedication of George A.
Smith’s grave was not the first in the history of Mormonism. However, Wilford Woodruff, who frequently mentioned details of burial services in his
diaries, did not start mentioning graveside prayers and dedications until
1877.84 It is therefore likely that the grave dedication ritual arose in the 1870s.
It is no surprise that grave dedications would explicitly mention the
resurrection. Resurrection is the antidote to death and has been a common
subject for Christian funeral sermonizing throughout history. After the
Nauvoo Temple, however, Mormons viewed the resurrection as a communal event. Explicitly referencing this hopeful cosmology, Hosea Stout wrote
emotively of burying his namesake son on the western trail next to the child
of a fellow traveler and then “leaving the two lovely innocents to slumber
in peace in this solitary wild untill we should awake them in the morn of
the resurrection.”85 Whereas dedicating the dying was an assurance that the
dead died well, dedicating their grave assured that their bodies rested well
until the community could be again reunited.86
The practice of dedicating graves likely grew out of a desire to preserve and sacralize the final resting places of loved ones and was a natural
extension of other dedicatory rituals. After the 1870s, documentation for
grave dedications is common, but, like other aspects of Mormon liturgy,
no formal texts existed for its transmission. Mormons learned to dedicate
graves by example. The 1905 periodical of the Church, however, included
an account of the death and burial of James L. Peck and included this dedicatory prayer: “We dedicate, O God, this grave, as the resting place of our
friend and fellow workman. May his body rest in peace; may this place be
sacred to his name and memory; may he arise with the just on the resurrection day, in Jesus’ name. Amen.”87 While prominent Church members—
typically priesthood leaders—were frequently asked to dedicate graves,
there is no evidence that grave dedication was viewed as a priesthood ritual
and any member of the Church was consequently authorized to perform it.
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Dedication of graves among Latter-day Saints were at first an uncodified practice,
usually involving a graveside prayer. Under the administrations of Joseph F. Smith,
Heber J. Grant, and George Albert Smith, many practices, including dedicating
graves, were formalized as priesthood ordinances. Ethel’s Grave, E. Lowry Reid,
photographed by George Edward Anderson (ca. 1899). Courtesy Brigham Young
University, Harold B. Lee Library, Digital Collections.

In September 1909, Joseph W. Booth was a missionary in the city of Aleppo,
in what is now Syria. He had only a few weeks left before he was to return home,
and he spent the time ministering to the local Saints. One man in particular
was suffering. Booth wrote in his diary of his final Sunday in the city:
About an hour ^or so^ before noon several of us visited Bro Kevork
Patukian and found him slowly sinking. We dedicated him to the Lord
and at about 8.30 Ala Turka, he died, while a few friends were at the bed
side. Preperations were made ^Reba & Loza made the clothes for him^
and the funeral services held in the evening between 11 & 12 Ala Turka.
I spoke a short time, and Elder Newman dedicated the grave, and the last
rites were done for Elder Kevork who has now gone to meet his reward.88

Though Patukian had not participated in the temple and consequently did
not require priestly burial clothing, his last day shows how Mormonism’s
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last rites combined to comfort all witnesses of mortality’s demise. Dedicating the dying, clothing them, and then dedicating their final resting place
solidified the community of Saints, even in the far-flung Ottoman Empire.
Formalization of Mormon Liturgy
The modernization of Church bureaucracy initiated in Joseph F. Smith’s
administration89 culminated in a complete reformation and modernization of all Church liturgy under his successor, Heber J. Grant. After his
counselor Anthon Lund passed away, Grant directed a complete retooling
of Mormon liturgy that successfully formalized it.90 Working with George F.
Richards over a period of several years, Grant approved the reformation of
the temple liturgy (including the creation of the first written text of all the
rituals), the removal of healers from the temple, and the end of baptism for
health.91 Reflecting the increased level of formalization, the General Relief
Society sent circulars of instruction to all stake officers, including instructions on preparing the dead for burial.92 The modern and codified liturgy
that resulted from this process created an impressive level of uniformity
across the growing Church and successfully trained many subsequent generations in ritual practice.
As part of their reforms, the First Presidency issued instructions against
deathbed rituals. In the 1922 Improvement Era, Heber J. Grant, Charles W.
Penrose, and Anthony W. Ivins of the First Presidency wrote:
The custom which is growing in the Church to dedicate those who appear
to be beyond recovery, to the Lord, has no place among the ordinances
of the Church. The Lord has instructed us, where people are sick, to call
in the elders, two or more, who should pray for and lay their hands upon
them in the name of the Lord; and “if they die,” says the Lord, “they
shall die unto me; and if they live, they shall live unto me.” No possible
advantage can result from dedicating faithful members of the Church
to the Lord prior to their death. Their membership in the Church, their
devotion to the faith which they have espoused, are sufficient guarantee,
so far as their future welfare is concerned.
The administration of the ordinances of the Gospel to the sick, is for
the purpose of healing them, that they may continue lives of usefulness
until the Lord shall call them hence. This is as far as we should go. If we
adhere strictly to that which the Lord has revealed in regard to this matter,
no mistake will be made.93

As they had done just months earlier with the formal end of baptism for
healing, the First Presidency appears to have broken with the common
experience of many Latter-day Saints, including many in the governing
quorums and Grant himself.94 The letter’s surprising characterization of
dedicating the dying as innovative parallels the language of the letter which
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formally ended baptism for health.95 Unlike baptism for health, however,
there are no publicly documented debates among Church leaders as to why
the ritual was purged from Mormon liturgy. This relative disparity in documentation is likely due to dedication of the dying being much less common
than baptism for health. Moreover, baptism for health was part of the regular temple function since Nauvoo, with records being kept on its frequency.96
Though no First Presidency letters are extant or available to historians
to document it, other rituals with similar developmental origins, such as
dedicating homes and graves, were formalized during this same period of
liturgical reform.97 Without documentation, it is impossible to determine
exactly why Church leaders included certain rituals while excluding others
in the formal liturgy. However, more and more of the dying were being
cared for by professionals. The timing of death and the physical quality of
life’s last moments were increasingly mediated by scientific means. Like the
healing forms that fell out of favor during this time due to being viewed as
increasingly magical—drinking consecrated oil, anointing the area of affliction—perhaps the liturgical negotiation with Providence at the deathbed
may have become outmoded by modern culture. Moreover, with the bodies
of the dead being cared for by professionals, Church leaders likely felt that
grave dedication helped families and communities to maintain connection
with each other beyond death. The letter does hint that the awkward possibility of administering deathbed rituals to those who did not actually die
may have also contributed to the shift. And it explicitly invokes the increasingly prominent perspective that a righteous personal life is the sole assurance that Latter-day Saints were to seek for their eternal reward.
Even though Church members were still instructed to not write down
example blessing texts after this period of formalization, Church leaders felt
that young missionaries needed written examples. Whereas missionaries in
the nineteenth century were older men with families, by the 1920s young
men who had not had the life experience requisite for traditional folk training were routinely called to serve. The missionary handbooks, first created
regionally and then centralized in the 1930s, included liturgical instruction
and example ritual texts. Though the regional handbooks did not include
texts for grave dedication, the first general missionary handbook, printed in
1937, did. It included the following introduction: “Though one holding the
Priesthood is generally chosen, any suitable person may dedicate a grave.
This may be done either with or without the authority of the Priesthood.”98
The 1940 General Church Handbook of Instructions similarly stated
that anyone could offer the dedication, “whether he be a bearer of the priesthood or not.” It stated that priesthood members are often asked, but in contrast to the missionary instructions, hinting at the still incomplete process of
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liturgical formalization, “it is not advised, however, that one so ministering
should use words to the effect that he is officiating by virtue of any power or
authority pertaining to the Holy Priesthood, nor that by any such authority
or power he dedicates the grave. He is acting as the leader in prayer in behalf
of relatives and friends there assembled.”99 The missionary handbook was
reprinted in 1940 and 1944 without change. In 1946, however, a revised edition was released with different instructions: “A grave should be dedicated
by one holding the Priesthood. . . . If no one holding the Priesthood is available for the dedication of a grave at the time of burial, any person may offer
a graveside prayer, and if the kindred so desire the grave may be thereafter
dedicated by one holding the Priesthood.”100 In the Church question-andanswer section of the 1948 Deseret News, there was a question that asked
whether someone ordained to the priesthood should dedicate graves. The
editor responded: “In the new handbook issued by the General Melchizedek
Priesthood Committee of the Church, with the approval of the First Presidency, instruction is given that graves are to be dedicated by the authority of
the Holy Melchizedek Priesthood and in the name of the Savior. Inasmuch
as this is the instruction, naturally one holding the authority of the Melchizedek Priesthood should perform the ordinance. Dedication of graves is considered one of the ordinances of the Church.”101 Under the administration of
Joseph F. Smith, priesthood firmly replaced polygamy as an organizing force
within the Latter-day Saint community, and with time liturgy increasingly
reflected that nexus.102
Both dedicating the dying and dedicating graves began as folk rituals
after the death of Joseph Smith. When Church members faced the finality of
mortality, they relied on their experience and adapted familiar rituals—healing, prayer, and dedications—to find solace and assurance of their integration
within their sacred communities. Church leaders exemplified ritual practice.
However, in the 1920s when the administration of Heber J. Grant reformed
Church liturgy, dedicating the dying was removed from the liturgy, whereas
dedicating graves became a formal part of it. In subsequent years, as priesthood became increasingly associated with Church bureaucracy and liturgy,103
Church leaders determined that grave dedication was to be a “priesthood
ordinance” and have affirmed that categorization since that time.104
Despite the formal injunction against the practice in 1922, the reasons
that deathbed rituals originally developed remained with the Latter-day
Saints, and manifestations of comparable rituals persist to the present. In
spite of the scientific management of suffering and death, Mormons still
seek assurance of their own and their loved one’s reception into the eternal
community of the Saints and affirmation of a righteous death. And they
still question “why,” engaging in a negotiation with divine providence. Levi
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Peterson described the 1985 death of his mother and his brother-in-law’s
dedication of her to the Lord:
My brother-in-law Marion knelt beside her and dedicated her to God.
Shortly the paramedics arrived and performed their grisly rite of resuscitation. Luckily my mother was beyond them. Perhaps my brother-in-law’s
prayer had put her there. The dedication of the dying to God is a folk
ritual among the Mormons. It is often practiced but not officially defined.
Probably the prayer of dedication is more important to the healthy than
to the dying. A fervent ritual can domesticate even death, the ultimate
terror. I for one took comfort in the fact my brother-in-law had sent forth
this emigrant from mortality, our mother, with a heartfelt wish to do
her good.105

Peterson is a perceptive observer and recognizes the tension that folk liturgy relieves when no formal alternative is available. Church authorities
even appear susceptible to the pressures Peterson describes in mortality’s
final moments; Elder Boyd K. Packer blessed Bruce R. McConkie while on
his deathbed in a manner such that he was “sealed . . . unto death.”106
Discussion of deathbed ritual also occasionally manifests in institutional
discourse, indicating the prevalence of the folk practice as well as a lack of
systematic efforts to eliminate it.107 In 2008, emeritus General Authority
Alexander B. Morrison wrote an article for the Ensign about healing. In a
section on the priesthood role in healing, Morrison taught that the will
of God cannot be overcome in healing those destined to die. One of the
anecdotes that Morrison shared involved administering to a woman who
was very sick. “The husband anointed his wife’s head with consecrated oil
in the prescribed manner, and I proceeded to seal the anointing (see James
5:14). To my amazement, I found myself saying words I had not intended:
the woman was ‘appointed unto death’ (D&C 42:48). She would not recover
from her illness but would slip away from us peacefully, cradled in the Savior’s loving arms. The woman died the next day, and I presided at her funeral,
a sadder but wiser man.”108 Morrison’s experience is almost identical to the
first example of deathbed ritual described in this paper, where Caroline
Crosby, while administering to a sick woman in Nauvoo, was moved to
prepare the subject for death. The belief in spiritual gifts and power to bless
coupled with a negotiation with divine providence that fueled early ritual
innovation remain consistent in the lives of modern Mormons. And though
no handbook of instruction teaches current Latter-day Saints how to administer deathbed rituals, when faced with the ultimate predicament of mortality, Mormons do have examples to follow.
An informal discussion of deathbed ritual among current Latter-day
Saints yielded many comments evidencing the persistence of the practice.109
One commenter noted, “Where I grew up and currently live (Northern
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California) blessings releasing the spirit are still quite common. We did one
for my mother, my grand-parent in-laws and various others in the ward.”
Narratives of receiving inspiration that the recipient of a blessing was to
die were frequent, and ritual form is apparently diffuse with commenters
indicating that administrators variously “release the spirit” of the suffering
person, speak words of consolation, or simply avoid mentioning healing.
The language of release is very rare in earlier accounts and potentially highlights a valence of the practice that reflects modern experience as Church
members are released from callings.110 It may also signify the release from
the bondage of attenuated existence, all the more common with modern
medical life-support measures.
As with releases from callings, anointing is not an integral feature of
many deathbed releases. Like their nineteenth-century coreligionists, however, dying Mormons still find comfort in the community of Saints here
and beyond, and loved ones still hope that those passing may enter the rest
of the Lord. One commenter described this perspective when her grandmother was dying: “My grandfather called everyone to her bedside when
the nurses told him that she would not last the night. All her children and
most of her grandchildren were there. My grandfather gave her a blessing
with his sons, telling her that it was okay for her to go and join her parents
and that she needed to go so that she could welcome the rest of us to heaven
when we came.” Modern deathbed ritual among current Latter-day Saints is
an excellent example of continuing folk ritual.
Conclusion
Both dedicating the dying and dedicating graves began as folk rituals with
no explicit revelatory beginning. In contrast, baptism for health was championed by Joseph Smith and viewed as an integral feature of the temple.
As Mormon liturgy existed through folk transmission, however, until 1921
liturgical histories were not documented or well known. Dedicating the
dying and baptism for health were deleted from Church liturgy through
President Heber J. Grant’s reforms. In the case of healing, however, there
was a formalized alternative to baptism for health: anointing with oil and
the laying on of hands. There was no formal alternative for dedicating the
dead. This lack of formal outlet for the pressures of the deathbed appears
to have facilitated the continued folk practice of Mormon deathbed rites.
Mormon liturgy is dynamic throughout its history. After a period of
ritual innovation and folk transmission, the administration of Grant evaluated this liturgy and reformed it. In doing so, they started a process of ritual
formalization and codification that grew to the familiar procedures of modern Latter-day Saint practice. Despite the passage of time and the rise of
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modernity, Mormons still confront death sharing many perspectives of the
founders of their faith. Not all are healed by faith, and the interaction of
the living and dying with divine providence as well as the broader culture
results in ritual practice that constructs their holy community, helping all
find comfort. Mormon deathbed ritual, whether practiced by anointing,
dedication, or by release, and the ritualized care for the dead—clothing the
body and dedicating the grave—demonstrates the evolution of Mormon
liturgy and its formal institution as well as the persistence of folk pressures under the surface of such formalization. These rituals also acutely
elucidate the poignancy of death, regardless of time period, and the unique
approaches that Latter-day Saints have employed to seek consolation as
their loved ones pass beyond.
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